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OLIVIER ROLIN 
U.S. TOUR: November 10-17, 2013 
 
Olivier Rolin’s brilliantly crafted books combine serious political narrative and witty satire 
with inventive results. A truly international writer, his novel Hotel Crystal asks readers to 
reconstruct a surprising narrative from descriptions of hotel rooms around the globe and has 
received wide acclaim in the US and abroad. 

 
BIOGRAPHY 
 
Olivier Rolin was born in the Paris suburb 
of Boulogne-Billancourt in 1947 and spent 
his childhood in Senegal. A graduate of 
the prestigious Ecole Normale Supérieure, 
he studied both philosophy and French 
Classical Literature.  
Considered one of France's most 
distinguished contemporary novelists, 
Rolin won the Prix Femina for his novel 
Port-Sudan, while his Tigre en Papier was 
nominated for the 2003 Goncourt Prize.  
 
Rolin has published both fiction and non-fiction and written for the French daily Libération 
and for the weekly magazine Nouvel Observateur. He is an editor for the Parisian publisher 
Le Seuil and for the magazine Le Meilleur des mondes. Since 2007, he has hosted a series of 
conferences, including the "Aimer la littérature" cycle, at the Villa Médicis in Rome. 
He regularly gives lectures in the U.S. and he participated in the 2008 PEN World Voices 
Festival. 
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As a translator: 
La ville des prodiges, de Eduardo Mendoza, Pointdeux Editions, 2013 

 

LECTURES OFFERED 
 
Olivier Rolin can talk about his books and his research. 
He can also talk about "Proust et la vraie vie" and about "l'intrigue centre du roman?" 
He would need an interpreter to give a talk in English. 
 
 
 
ABOUT HIS BOOKS: 
 
Synopsis of Paper Tiger: 
 
A former Communist radical recalls his revolutionary cell's late 1960s glory days as he drives 
around contemporary Paris and explains "the movement" to Marie, the daughter of a comrade 
who died under questionable circumstances. Back in the day, Martin and others in the cause 
wreaked havoc on the bourgeoisie, from vandalizing the villas of the rich to kidnapping the 
CEO of a company that was selling bomb components to the U.S. Air Force. But now, the 
aging idealist has trouble confronting the realities of the new millennium, with former 
comrades selling real estate and frequenting trendy bistros. In the end, the death is still a 
mystery to both Martin and Marie: was it suicide, or a stoned man's accident? And does it 
matter which? Shortlisted for the 2003 Goncourt Prize, the novel's emphasis on French 
politics, combined with the second-person, nearly stream-of-consciousness narration—though 
superbly translated by Cloonan—will make Rolin's latest rough sledding for American 
readers not already into dense French lit. 
 
 
Synopsis of Hotel Crystal: 

At some Parisian lost-and-found, a mysterious manuscript scribbled onto stray bits of hotel 
stationary and postcards and stuffed into an abandoned briefcase comes into the hands of an 
"editor," who claims to faithfully transcribe and assemble the random texts. On the face of it, 
these consist of fastidious descriptions of a series of hotel rooms in cities around the globe, 
but their world-weary writer, a certain "Olivier Rolin," is also involved in a number of highly 
improbable international networks, populated by unsavory thugs and Mata Haris in distress. 

Author Olivier Rolin has dipped into his extensive travel notebooks to create this highly 
inventive novel that spoofs, among others, the decaying international espionage scene, the 
literary author publicity tour, and official French culture, all against a backdrop of the queasy 
alienation secreted by standard-issue hotel rooms across the globe. 

More info: http://www.dalkeyarchive.com/book/?GCOI=15647100073980 
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REVIEWS OF HOTEL CRYSTAL 
 
World Literature Today  
"Rolin's mastery of language, along with his rich perceptions of locale and the human psyche, 
rewards a reader willing to attend." 
 
l'Humanité  
"Olivier Rolin once again made the bet of a radical invention. And he filled his contract. 
Superbly." 
 
Entertainment Weekly 
"In this witty puzzler of a novel by Olivier Rolin (translated by Jane Kuntz), a traveler with 
the same name as the author begins each chapter with a description of a different hotel room 
he's stayed in around the world. These, in turn, become occasions for Rolin (or 'Rolin'?) to tell 
us of his adventures as a globe-trotting amateur spy and dashing lover. Frenchman Rolin 
engages in literary game-playing in Hotel Crystal, crossing influences such as Vladimir 
Nabokov and Georges Perec." 
 
Kirkus Reviews 
"Visions of Italo Calvino's seminal postmodernist romp Invisible Cities arise as the reader 
enters the cleverly fabricated world of this novel, originally published in French in 2004, from 
Rolin. The book's modus operandi is explained in a mock-editorial foreword declaring that 
'each [chapter] describes a hotel room in minute detail . . . then goes on to relate an anecdote 
involving the author and this particular location.' Thus protagonist and narrator 'Olivier Rolin' 
trots around the globe fulfilling miscellaneous diplomatic and criminal missions, indulging 
varied sophisticated tastes, including gratifying dalliances with often exotic, occasionally 
dangerous women. One of the most enjoyable 'serious' novels in many seasons." 
 


